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Charles Lutwidge Dodgson was a pioneering photographer, Oxford don and mathematician, who - as Lewis Carroll - gave the world not only
Alice, but the Jabberwocky, the Red Queen, the Mad Hatter, the March Hare, the Cheshire Cat and an unforgettable tea party. But who was
he? In this elegant, affectionate biography, Morton N. Cohen brings a singular expertise - drawn from some thirty years' scholarship on
Carroll as well as from special access to the Dodgson family documents - to the riddle of the quiet, stammering man who liberated children's
books from the moralists and whose imagination brought forth some of the funniest nonsense, wildest characters and most extraordinary
cultural icons of modern times. His life has puzzled psychologists and literary historians for generations. Now, with full mastery of Caroll's
letters and voluminous diaries, Cohen explores as never before the paradox of the man: the unworldly innocent whose passionate worship of
young girls has incited endless speculation; the Victorian gentleman whose sombre religious meditations shared a place in his mind with the
Snark and the Boojum; the cloistered, lonely bachelor don whose magical books are known in every culture in the world today. What emerges
is a portrait that is filled with admiration for Carroll's accomplishment, delight in his playfulness and charm and sympathy for the self-reproach
and emotional turbulence that lay beneath Carroll's apparently placid existence. Lewis Carroll: A Biography is an extraordinary work of literary
scholarship.
Three Sunsets and Other Poems By Lewis Carroll

"Paris is the culinary centre of the world. All the great missionaries of good cookery have gone forth from it, and its
cuisine was, is, and ever will be the supreme expression of one of the greatest arts of the world," observed the English
author of The Gourmet Guide to Europe in 1903. Even today, a sophisticated meal, expertly prepared and elegantly
served, must almost by definition be French. For a century and a half, fine dining the world over has meant French dishes
and, above all, French chefs. Despite the growing popularity in the past decade of regional American and international
cuisines, French terms like julienne, saute, and chef de cuisine appear on restaurant menus from New Orleans to London
to Tokyo, and culinary schools still consider the French methods essential for each new generation of chefs. Amy Trubek,
trained as a professional chef at the Cordon Bleu, explores the fascinating story of how the traditions of France came to
dominate the culinary world. One of the first reference works for chefs, Ouverture de Cuisine, written by Lancelot de
Casteau and published in 1604, set out rules for the preparation and presentation of food for the nobility. Beginning with
this guide and the cookbooks that followed, French chefs of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries codified the
cuisine of the French aristocracy. After the French Revolution, the chefs of France found it necessary to move from the
homes of the nobility to the public sphere, where they were able to build on this foundation of an aesthetic of cooking to
make cuisine not only a respected profession but also to make it a French profession. French cooks transformed
themselves from household servants to masters of the art of fine dining, making the cuisine of the French aristocracy the
international haute cuisine. Eager to prove their "good taste," the new elites of the Industrial Age and the bourgeoisie
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competed to hire French chefs in their homes, and to entertain at restaurants where French chefs presided over the
kitchen. Haute Cuisine profiles the great chefs of the nineteenth century, including Antonin Careme and Auguste
Escoffier, and their role in creating a professional class of chefs trained in French principles and techniques, as well as
their contemporary heirs, notably Pierre Franey and Julia Child. The French influence on the world of cuisine and culture
is a story of food as status symbol. "Tell me what you eat," the great gastronome Brillat-Savarin wrote, "and I will tell you
who you are." Haute Cuisine shows us how our tastes, desires, and history come together at a common table of
appreciation for the French empire of food. Bon appetit!
As Spang explains, during the 1760s and 1770s, sensitive, self-described sufferers made public show of their delicacy by
going to the new establishments known as “restaurateurs’ rooms” to sip bouillons. But these locations soon became
sites for extending frugal, politically correct hospitality and later became symbols of aristocratic greed.
A loving remembrance of 'The People's Princess'
Brilliantly uniting the personal and the critical, French Lessons is a powerful autobiographical experiment. It tells the story of an American
woman escaping into the French language and of a scholar and teacher coming to grips with her history of learning. Kaplan begins with a
distinctly American quest for an imaginary France of the intelligence. But soon her infatuation with all things French comes up against the
dark, unimagined recesses of French political and cultural life. The daughter of a Jewish lawyer who prosecuted Nazi war criminals at
Nuremburg, Kaplan grew up in the 1960s in the Midwest. After her father's death when she was seven, French became her way of "leaving
home" and finding herself in another language and culture. In spare, midwestern prose, by turns intimate and wry, Kaplan describes how, as
a student in a Swiss boarding school and later in a junior year abroad in Bordeaux, she passionately sought the French "r," attentively honed
her accent, and learned the idioms of her French lover. When, as a graduate student, her passion for French culture turned to the elegance
and sophistication of its intellectual life, she found herself drawn to the language and style of the novelist Louis-Ferdinand Celine. At the same
time she was repulsed by his anti-Semitism. At Yale in the late 70s, during the heyday of deconstruction she chose to transgress its apolitical
purity and work on a subject "that made history impossible to ignore:" French fascist intellectuals. Kaplan's discussion of the "de Man affair" —
the discovery that her brilliant and charismatic Yale professor had written compromising articles for the pro-Nazi Belgian press—and her
personal account of the paradoxes of deconstruction are among the most compelling available on this subject. French Lessons belongs in the
company of Sartre's Words and the memoirs of Nathalie Sarraute, Annie Ernaux, and Eva Hoffman. No book so engrossingly conveys both
the excitement of learning and the moral dilemmas of the intellectual life.

An illustrated version of the nineteenth-century poem about the "little men" and the mischief that they do.
Reproduction of the original: Terrestrial and Celestial Globes Vol II by Edward Luther Stevenson
A complete, well presented and easy to use Old English language course which contains all the exercises and texts needed to
learn Old English. The course has been designed to be of help to a wide range of students, from those who are teaching
themselves at home, to undergraduates who are learning Old English as part of their English degree course. The author is aware
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that some students have difficulty learning languages and that many have trouble with grammar. To help overcome these
problems he has adopted a step by step approach that enables students of differing abilities to advance at their own pace. The
course contains exercises designed to aid the learning process.
This book is full of ingenious characters who speak their names in riddles. Here you will meet a one-eyed garlic seller, a
bookworm, an iceberg, an oyster, the sun and moon and a host of others from the everyday life and imagination of the early
English. John Porter's translations retain all the vigour and subtlety of the original Old English poems, transporting us back over a
thousand years to the roots of our language and literature.
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